Description

The Husk double bed, with textile or leather upholstery, features a headboard with a strong personality that accommodates a box spring, available in four sizes. Soft and welcoming, simple yet complex in its geometry, the headboard is punctuated by tufting. The bed reflects the same research into softness and comfort as the armchair of the same name that gave rise to the series, inclusive of a sofa, chairs and small tables.
Internal frame
tubular steel and steel profiles

Headboard internal frame upholstery
Bayfit® flexible cold shaped polyurethane foam, polyester fibre cover

Bed sides internal frame upholstery
shaped polyurethane, polyester fibre cover

Feet
die-cast aluminium, steel sheet

Ferrules
thermoplastic material

Support crosspiece for slatted base
tubular steel

Cover
fabric or leather
Technical drawings